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AS400 + GoFaster = Power
Get total CPU power. Keep it simple.
Feel interactive capacity grow up!

www.gofaster.us

Some IBM models rely on the total interactive
power total supplied by GoFaster
GoFaster’s impact in the iSeries and AS400 markets as web as
the new eservers trends have originated the launch of models
which don’t distinguish between interactive and batch jobs,
although the prices of these new models are in line with this new
offer.
GoFaster has been adapting to new circumstances and is getting
ready for the V5R5. It has also been adapted to work in different
logical partitions (LPAR) and therefore prices have been updated to
the real user’s usage.

520 models benefit from GoFaster
Any AS400 family model with a limited interactive capacity can benefit
with GoFaster thus achieving high rates of performance without having to
change or update model.
Existen casos en los que la aportación técnica del
GoFaster es muy provechosa. Veamos algunos de ellos:
· Model 520-7350 (P05) has a potential performance of 3100 CPW but the
interactive is limited to 30 CPW. Its cost is around 25.000 euros.
· Model 520-7352 (P10) has a potential performance 1200 CPW but the
interactive is limited to 60 CPW. Its cost is around 30.000 euros.
7350 machine belongs to P05 group thus taking profit of software’s lower
prices, being this IBM’s or from third parties. Its ceiling is 3100 CPW which is
three times higher than the “superior” 7352 model, group P!= and its ceiling is
1200 CPW and is also 20% dearer..
In conclusion, if you’ve got a 7350, you have made the right choice and if
you still haven’t got GoFaster you are still on time to exploit in depth its
capacity, up to 3100 CPW. If you’ve got already a 7352 you can still comfort
yourself installing GoFaster which will allow you to reach a 1200 CPW
interactive performance..
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GoFaster’s V702 release

The latest research in different European countries reveals that more than
55% of AS400 purchases have been based on opinions, advice and offers from
IBM’s authorized persons.
Who better than them could know better what the client needs and which
machine adjusts better to their needs? In many cases, the need of staying in
fixed budgets, has caused to propose solutions which contemplate including
GoFaster in the offer as an inevitable complement..

Keeping up this software with
the 0S400 versions obliges to a
constant effort. All users have
the right, with no additional
charge, to receive and upgrade
to the new GoFaster’s V702
release.
Inactive
processors,
LPAR, “0” interactive, Express,
IASP… all of them are surpassed
in this new release.
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